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Introduction. Let L=3/3t+’i(x)a(t)3/3x be a first order linear
partial differential operator with two independent variables in an open
rectangle 9=(a, b) (,)RR,
__< + . In this paper we construct a parametrix of L in some weak
sense and consider the regularity of the solution of the equation,
(0.1) Lu=f in/2,
under the assumptions that
(0.2) e C((a, b)), and all derivatives o are bounded,

a e C((, fl)), a(t)>=O in (a, ), and zeros o a are all of finite
(0.3)

order.
Equation (0.1) is locally solvable in/2 under these assumptions (cf. [1],
[4]), but is not hypoelliptic in general (cf. [6]). In 4 it will be seen
how the regularity, with respect to t, o the solution u o (0.1) in-
creases.

1. Outline of the construction of a parametrix. We consider
the solution o the orm

1 ( (s)ds)v )d.(1.1) u(x, t)=
2i exp\i0 (x,

Calculating ormally, we have

(1.2) Lu--.a(t)- f exp (i :a(s)ds)(v(x )+(x)3/Oxv(x, ))d.
2z

Remark that

(1.3) g(t)-- (t)_ exp (i o (s)ds)(f exp (--i 2’ a(s)ds)g(t’)dt’)d2
for every g e C((a, fl)). Then, we can expect that when the solution v
of the equation

(1.4) v(x, )+(x)/xv(x,)= exp (--i fi" a(s)ds)f(x, t’)dt’

is substituted in the right-hand side of (1.1) u(x, t) will give a solution
o (0.1).

2. Preliminary lemmas. We state two lemmas 2or the con-
struction o a parametrix of L without proof.

Lemma 2.1. Let satisfy (0.2). We consider the equation
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(2.1) v(x)/(x)d/dxv(x)--f(x) in (a, b)
with a real parameter. Then, for every positive integer ], there ex-
ists a constant CjO, such that for IICj we can find a linear mapping

S" Co/l((a, b))C((a, b)) having the following properties"
(2.2) Sf+Cd/dxSf f in (a, b),
(2.3) Cd/dxSf S(d/dxf),

When Sf is considered as a function of (x, ), /3xSf is in-
(2.4) finitely differentiable with respect to in IIC for Ogp],

and continuous in (a,
Furthermore, the following two inequalities hold with a constant C in-
dependent of f, for every non negative integer N"
(2.4.1) [v/v/3xSf(x)]<=C(l+l])-- sup I/xf(x)]

axb Op

Olp

for f e Cg+l((a, b)), ]I>Cj, and O<__p].
Proo is omitted, but we give the explicit expression of Sf.
Set M--{x e (a, b)I (x)= 0} and decompose (a, b)\M into a disjoint union
of open intervals (a,, b.)e. We define Sf in the form,

f(x) (x e M)

(2.5) Sf(x)- f k(x, y, )f(y)dy (, have the same sign, x e I,)-k(x, y, ) :y)f(y)dy (otherwise)

( 1 ds)andl--(a,b).where k(x, y, )=exp
(si

Now we introduce some notations. For every f e L((a, fl)) we define
Tf() as ollows.

(2.6) Tf() : exp (--i : (s)ds)f(t)dt.
For f e L(R) we define

(2.7) f(t)-- exp (i oa(s)ds)f()d
Lemma 2.2. i) Let K be any compact subset of (a, fl). For

0, we have with a constant C depending only on K and

(2.8) ITf()I<=C(I+II)

where f e C,((a, fl))={g e C((a, fl)) supp gcK}, I1>1, and A- is the
pseudo-differential operator with symbol (1

ii) Denoting by l the maximum of the orders of zeros of a in K,
we have with a constant C depending only on K

[Tf()[C(1 .._[:[)-I/(/K+1) sup ([f(t)[+[ff(t)])(2.9)
for f e C.((a, fl)), and I]>1.
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iii) With the same K, l, and C as in ii) we have

(2.10) YKIfi(t)ldt<=C Ifi()l(l+Il)/(+)d fi eL(R)’[]>I". Construction of a parametrix. We introduce some notations

locH,()=f () f H, for every C(),
Ho ,()-() H
H,,() (f H,() t-projection of supp f K (,) where , s are
any real numbers.

Theorem .1. Let L and be as in 0, ad assume that (0.2)
and (0.3) hold. Then, /o every positive integer , there exist linear
mappings E,, and P
(3.]) E. H,o()H?()]
(3.2) R" Ht,,()Hi()/or any ea numbers , s,

loc(3.3) H,,() H,:())
having the/ollowing properties"
(3.4) LE/=,f+R/ in f H,o().
(3.5) ELf f+Rf in lot f Hg,o() such that L/ H,o().

Take any C() and denote by l the maximum o/the orders
1

o/ zeros o/ in the t-pojection o/supp . For0W(1+ l)-
(3.6)

and any compact set K in (, ) we have, with a constant C in-

depeudent of f
i/xEfilo,ogCiifi,- /H,o,(), 0gp.

Let K and be as in (3.6), then we have with a constant C in-
(3.7)

dependent o/f

Proof. We define E, R, and R only or f e C(9). The exten-
sion to the general f can be performed using the approximation by
mollifier. Choose a unetion X() e C(R) such that X()-0
([]2C+1), and X()=l (]]3C+1), where C is the constant ap-
pearing in Lemma 2.1. From now on in this proof we drop the sub-
script ]. Now define the operators U and E by the ormula

(3.8) Uf(x, )=Z()S(/exp (-i f:’ a(s)ds)f(. t’)dt’)(x)

1

where f e C(9).
From Lemma 2.1 (2.4.1) and Lemma 2.2 (2.9) we see that (3.9) is well
defined, and Ef is continuously differentiable with respect to x up to
the order ]. Furthermore we can write
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1 a(s)ds)3/ Uf(x,(3.10) 3/3xEf(x, t)--
zi exp (i$ f: 3x )d

(O<=p<=]).
Applying Lemma 2.2 (2.10), Lemma 2.1 (2.4.2), and Lemma 2.2 (2.8)
successively to (3.10), we obtain (3.6) or f e C(9). On the other hand,
when f vanishes near zeros of a, Ef is continuously differentiable with
respect to $ also, and we ean write using Lemma 2.1 (2.2) and Fourier
inversion ormula

LEf(x, )--f(x, )
(3.11) + a(t) exp (i :, a(s)ds)(z()- l)f(x, t’)dt’d.

2u
For a general f e C(tg), approximating it in L-norm by unctions as
above with supports contained in a common compact set in/2, we see
that (3.11) also holds or it. Now define R and R’ as ollows"

(3.12) Rf(x, t)-- (t)_ exp (i :, (s)ds)(z()- 1)f(x, t’)dt’d
2
1

Then, (3.4) holds or f e C(/2). (3.5) can be proved in a similar way.
Finally, inequalities in (3.7) ollow easily rom definitions (3.12) and
(3.13). Q.E.D.

4. L2,estimate. Lemma 4.1. Let E be the parametrix con-
structed in Theorem 3.1. If f e H,o([2) and
we can write

3/3tEjf a,(t)E((/3x)f)
(4.1) + , ap,t,(t)3t/3tt(@/3X)(f+ Rf)

O_l+m_p-1

where ap,, ,, e C((a, fl)) are appropriate functions independent of f
Proof. This can be proved by induction on p using Lemma 2.1

(2.3) and Theorem 3.1 (3A). Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.2. Let E be as in the above lemma. Choose any func-

tions oo,o e C([2) such that o-0 near supp o, and fix any integer p
such that O<=p<=]. Then, oE(of) e H,q for any positive integer q if

lof e Hp,0(9), and we have with a constant C independent of f
loc(4.2) oEj(&f) ],q 5f] ,0 f e H,0(9).

Proo is omitted.
Theorem 4.3. Let I,J be non negative integers. Assume that

H(tO) for O<k<J and O<lu, (3/x)(Lu) and /t(@/x)(Lu) + ,o
lo+m<=J--1, then u e H,(t9). Take any two functions oo, e C(tO) such

that o--1 near supp o, and let l be the number defined in Theorem 3.1
1(3.6), then, for every positive integer N and O3-(l,+ 1)-, we have

with a constant C independent of u
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!
ou i,j C{ (3/3x)(f)ll,_+ , (3/3x)’(f)

(4.3) 0 + -+ (L)u z,o + ul z,-)
where f Lu.

Proof. Using Theorem 3.1 (3.5) with ]=I, we caa write
(4.4) wu=wE(f) +wE((L)u)--wR(u).
Hence (4.3) ollows rom Theorem 3.1 (3.6), (3.7)and Lemmas 4.1, 4.2.

Q.E.D.
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